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Abstract
Online labor markets become increasingly important in creating jobs for millions of
online freelancers around the globe. However, 60% of projects fail to reach to a
contract, indicating a waste of time and effort for both buyers and freelancers. Given the
fact that a buyer is often uncertain about the price (common value) of a project, this
paper empirically examines how this uncertainty on common value—measured as bids
price dispersion--affects buyer’s contract decisions. We find bids price dispersion has a
negative effect on buyer’s contract decisions. And this effect becomes smaller as a project
receives more bids. The paper contributes to online labor market literature by focusing
on buyer’s uncertainty over common value and proposing the importance of bids price
dispersion in buyers’ contract decisions. Managerial implications for the platform and
freelancers’ bidding strategies under common value uncertainty are discussed.
Keywords: Contract Decision, Price Dispersion, Value Uncertainty, Online Labor

Markets

1. Introduction
While extending the geographical and temporal boundaries of offline transactions and facilitating
transactions anytime anywhere (Dimoka et al. 2012), online markets induce information asymmetry
problems between buyers and sellers despite the lowers prices (Bapna et al. 2008), greater product
choices and higher efficiency (Ghose et al. 2006). It’s been widely recognized in both industry practice
and academic research that uncertainty has been and still is the primary barrier to online transactions
(Pavlou 2007). Uncertainty has been extensively explored in traditional ecommerce contexts, such as
eBay and Amazon, where buyers and sellers make transactions on commodities. The uncertainty arises
mainly from information asymmetry-- one party has more or better information than the other--about
either the product’s quality (Dimoka et al. 2012, Ghose 2009), fit with consumer preferences (Hong et al.
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2014), or the seller (Pavlou et al. 2007). However, very little is known about the nature of value
uncertainty and how this source of uncertainty would affect transactions in service markets, where the
value of the service is uncertain to both the buyers and sellers (Hong et al. 2015).
Serving as transaction platforms for IT services, such as software development and website design, where
buyers identify and contract with freelancers1 via buyer-determined reverse auctions (Hong et al. 2013)2,
online labor markets (e.g., Freelancer, Elance and Upwork) have grown rapidly, creating a new source of
labor for firms and generating millions of jobs for freelancers (Agrawal et al. 2013). Despite the
increasingly important economic role of online labor markets, about 60% of labor auctions end up
without reaching a contract (Snir and Hitt 2003, Carr 2003), which means a buyer initiates the auction
but doesn’t contract with any freelancer in the end. Similarly, Yoganarasimhan (2013) found that, on
average, 44% of labor service auctions fail to contract. As each auction often ends up with contracting with
only one freelancer, the probability for a freelancer to win a contract is much lower and varies with the
number of competing freelancers.
Low contract rate not only indicates inefficiency in transactions but also leads to waste of time and effort
for both freelancers and buyers. Particularly, it takes time and effort for buyers to post auctions describing
what they need, wait for freelancers to place a bid and evaluate the bids (Carr 2003), and for freelancers
to search, review projects, prepare proposals and decide which project and how much to bid. From the
perspective of the online labor market platform, low contract rate means inefficiency in matching buyers
with freelancers, which finally leads to market share loss. Therefore, increasing the contract rate is
critically important for all parties in online labor markets.
One explanation for the low contract rate is “choice overloading” (Iyengar et al. 2000, Hertwig et al.
2003) since the global reach of online labor markets helps buyers obtain many more bids than they would
otherwise receive offline, which demotivates them to contract. Carr (2003) supported this argument from
the perspective of high bid evaluation costs by arguing that bid evaluation is prohibitively costly that even
desirable bids would never be evaluated. Another literature stream explains the existence of the low
contract rate due to the information asymmetry between buyers and freelancers (e.g., Yoganarasimhan
2013, Moreno and Terwiesch 2014), and whether information signals, such as reputation, experience, and
whether a freelancer has worked with the buyer before, help buyers reduce uncertainty over freelancers.
An important but neglected fact in literature about the service transactions in online labor markets is that
a buyer often faces uncertainty over the common value of an auction project, defined the common cost of
a project that is same to every freelancer and usually measured with the average of the different bidding
prices (Kagel and Levin 2009). Specifically for a certain project like designing a web crawler, the price of
which can be decomposed into a common value (cost) v, which is same to every freelancer (Bajari et al.
2003), and a private cost  , which differs across freelancers (Goeree et al. 2002). This common value acts
as the benchmark for a buyer to infer the cost of an auction project and answer the question how much
one should pay for the service. This motivates us to empirically examine how buyers’ uncertainty over the
common value of the service, measured as price dispersion of the bids received for an auction project,
affects their decision on whether to make a contract in online labor markets. In practice, a buyer has to
infer the common value from the biding prices of multiple freelancers. Since the buyer has to infer the
common value from several freelancers’ bidding prices, the more bids an auction project receives, the
more information the buyer will have about the common value. We thus examine how the role of bids
price dispersion in buyer’s contracting varies with the number of bids.
In summary, we are interested in three research questions:
1). How does value uncertainty affect buyer’s contracting decisions in online labor markets?
2). How does the number of bids moderate the effect of value uncertainty on buyer’s contracting?

1

In the literature of online labor markets, freelancers are also known as sellers, bidders, online workers, or service
providers.
2 A general process for “buyer-determined” reversed auctions follows three steps: (1) a buyer posts an auction project
with a budget, requirements description, and auction duration; (2) freelancers bid for the project with a bid price and
a proposal for implementing the requested project; and (3) the buyer evaluates the bids and decides whether to
contract with a specific freelancer of her choice (or not).
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We define contracting as a binary variable based on whether the buyer selects a freelancer to contract

with. We use Bids Price Dispersion (BPD), defined as the coefficient of variation CV (CV = , σ is the


standard deviation of the bid prices for a project and μ is the sample mean) of the freelancers’ bid prices
(Clay et al. 2001, Clemons et al. 2002), to measure uncertainty over common value. With a proprietary
panel dataset from one of the largest online labor markets in the world (Freelancer.com), we test our
hypotheses with a buyer level fixed effects model, which helps address buyer’s unobserved preferences.
Following the literature (e.g., Hong et al. 2013, Yoganarasimhan 2013), we also controls buyer’s
experience, freelancer’s average experience and quality, project characteristics (size, auction duration,
project type) as well as bidding dynamics (freelancer’s average arrival rate, arrival dispersion).
Additionally, we use the modes ratio--the ratio of the number of price/quality modes to the total number
of bids for one project--as an alternative measure for dispersion as a robustness check.
Results in different model specifications show that bids price dispersion has a consistent negative effect
on buyers’ decision on whether to contract or not. These findings imply that when bid prices are less
dispersed, a buyer will be more certain about the common value of the project and thus more likely to
contract. Nevertheless, when bid prices are substantially different from each other (more dispersed), a
buyer will face high uncertainty over the common value of the project, and thus become less likely to
contract. Moreover, price dispersion has a larger effect on buyer’s contracting when there are fewer bids.
This paper makes several unique contributions to different literature streams. As previous studies on
uncertainty in ecommerce literature focus specifically on buyer’s difficulty in assessing the seller’s true
characteristics, predicting whether the seller will act opportunistically (seller uncertainty) and evaluating
the quality and performance of the product (product uncertainty) (e.g., Ghose 2009, Dimoka et al. 2012),
this study contributes to this stream of literature by introducing uncertainty over common value in the
context of service transactions. Different from commodity transactions whose value is usually well known
to buyers before the purchase, buyers usually face great uncertainty about the common value of the
service needed for a project except the uncertainty over freelancer (seller) and the service they are going to
deliver (product). By introducing buyer’s uncertainty over the common value of a project, this study
contributes to the emerging literature on online labor markets with a new perspective to understanding
buyers’ contracting. While the literature focused on multi-attribute (price and non-price) contract criteria
and bid evaluation costs (Car 2003), this study introduces price dispersion as a key predictor of buyer’s
contracting.
By empirically demonstrating that price dispersion affects a buyer’s decision whether to contract or not
and how this effect varies with number of bids a project receives, our findings have important managerial
implications for both online labor markets and freelancers’ bidding strategies. It is conventionally
believed that online labor markets should provide diverse choices for buyers. This study shows that the
diverse prices may increase a buyer’s uncertainty over the common value of the project thus demotivate a
buyer from contracting.

2. Background and Literature Review
2.1 Online Labor Markets
Online labor markets facilitate the contracting of labor services via reverse, buyer-determined auctions
(Hong et al. 2013). Specifically, the process can be described in three stages (Snir and Hitt 2003): 1)
Posting: buyers post request for proposals (RFP) describing the desired project and specifying a budget
range and auction duration during which freelancers can bid; 2) Searching and Bidding: freelancers
search for RFPs that match their expertise. When a freelancer finds a suitable project, he will place a price
bid for the project that specifies the price and proposed plans to complete the project; 3) Evaluating and
Contracting: as freelancers bid for the project, buyers evaluate bids anytime by trading off price and
freelancers’ non-price attributes (e.g., freelancers’ reputation, experience, etc.), and decide whether to
contract with a freelancer (or not), and with which freelancer to contract with. Once a buyer selects a
winning bid (freelancer), the project is frozen and no freelancer can bid for the project anymore.
Online labor markets differ from traditional ecommerce platforms in several ways. First, it follows a
reverse auction format, where buyers post jobs and freelancers (sellers) bid for the project
(Yoganarasimhan 2013). Second, the price of the service needed for a project is not pre-determined and
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known to buyers but instead revealed through freelancers’ bidding processes (Blouin et al. 2001).
Therefore, uncertainty over the common value affects buyer’s contracting decisions. Third, the lowestpriced bidder is not the default winner; rather, the buyer chooses the winner based on her criterion by
trading off both price and non-price attributes such as freelancer’s reputation, project experience etc.
(Snir and Hitt 2003, Carr 2003).

2.2 Determinants of Contract Decisions
Similar to other two-sided platforms that match buyers to sellers, the contract rate is the most important
index for matching efficiency. In online labor markets, the low contract problem is particularly salient.
Carr (2003) found that about 60% of the projects in online labor markets end up with no contracts. A
recent study by Yoganarasimhan (2013) also found that 44% projects fail to reach to a contract, and the
longer a buyer waited, the more bids a project received, but the less likely a buyer would contract with a
freelancer. However, the reason for the observed low contract rate in online labor markets remains elusive
in practice.
One stream of literature explains this low contract rate from the perspective of “choice overloading” (e.g.,
Iyengar et al. 2000, Hertwig et al. 2003) as the global reach of online labor markets helps buyers obtain
many more bids than they would otherwise receive offline. As “choice overloading” theory suggests, the
abundance of bids, coupled with the limited cognitive capacity could demotivate and prevent buyers from
making a contract decision. Carr (2003) supported this argument from the perspective of high bid
evaluation costs. Distinct from auctions of standardized products where price is the major determinant of
auction outcome, the buyers’ contract decisions for IT services entail a complex set of decision variables,
including price and freelancer’s non-price attributes (i.e., quality, experience, expertise, reputation, etc.).
Carr (2003) further argued that high bid evaluation costs increase the possibility that even desirable bids
would never be evaluated, which turns out to be one of the most important reasons for the low contract
rate.
Another stream of literature focuses on different determinants that affect a buyer’s contracting decisions.
With observational data from one of the leading online labor markets, Yoganarasimhan (2013) examines
the importance of freelancers’ reputation on buyer’s contract decisions. Results show that buyers not only
value freelancers with high average quality ratings but also value those with a large number of ratings.
Moreno and Terwiesch (2014) also found that a freelancer’s reputation (ratings and projects completed in
the labor market), capabilities (e.g., skills and abilities), and whether the freelancer has worked before
with the buyer has positive effects on the buyer’s contract probability. However, being a new freelancer
has a negative effect on a buyer’s contract decisions.
In sum, given the saliency of asymmetric information in online labor markets, previous studies have
focused on how signals such as freelancers’ reputation and ability on the platform affect a buyer’s contract
decisions while neglecting buyer’s the uncertainty over the common value of a project. In this study, we
seek to tackle the buyer’s contract decisions from the perspective of the uncertainty over the common
value of the project.

3. Hypotheses Development
3.1 Common /Private Value Framework
There are two key theoretical paradigms in the auctions literature to explain the auction value for a
project: independent private value auctions and interdependent common auctions (Goeree and Offerman
2002, 2003). In a private value auction paradigm such as the auction of a painting, freelancers know the
value of the item to themselves with certainty but there is uncertainty regarding other freelancers’ values.
In contrast, common-value auctions, such as the auction of an oil land refer to those where the value of
the item is the same to everyone, but different freelancers have different estimates about the underlying
value (Kagel and Levin 2009). While this dichotomy is convenient from a theoretical viewpoint, most
real-world auctions exhibit both private and common value elements (Goeree and Offerman 2002).

In online labor markets, the contract decisions are realized through a reverse auction (Hong et
al. 2013), where buyers start the auction and freelancers bid for the project. As has been
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extensively documented in literature (e.g., Snir and Hitt 2003, Blouin et al. 2001), one of most
important advantages of auction is price discovery. The true value of the service needed for a
project is always unknown and have to be revealed thought freelancers’ bidding prices.
Particularly, a bidding price  (P=V+ ) consists of two parts: common value V, which is
unobservable to the buyer, the same to every freelancer and only differs across projects and
private value  , which varies across different freelancers (Goeree and Offerman 2002, Bajari et
al. 2003). Practically, a buyer observes  and infers common value of a project via the average
of the bidding prices  . That is
=
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3.2 Uncertainty Over Common Value
As is shown in equation (1), the estimated common value converges to the true common value of
the project if and only if ∑  = 0 (Blouin et al. 2001), namely freelancers’ private cost (value)
to finish the project randomly distributed around the true common value, which is usually not
true practically. Following Bang et al. (2014), we use price dispersion, defined as the degree to
which freelancers’ bidding prices are dispersed, to capture buyer’s uncertainty over common
value. Since projects differ in their prices and hence the standard deviation differs, we adopt the

coefficient of variation (CV= ) of bid prices-defined as the standard deviation of bid prices σ

over the sample mean μ (Clay et al. 2001, Clemons et al. 2002) -to make them comparable
across projects.
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Uncertainty over common value comes from the complex nature of the service. On the one hand, buyers
are usually less informed than freelancers in terms of cost of the project. Service for transaction (e.g.,
designing a web crawler, developing a mobile app etc.) in online labor markets usually consists of certain
domain knowledge that most buyers are unfamiliar with. On the other hand, unlike commodities in
traditional ecommerce platforms that often have a price, service for transaction in online labor markets is
difficult to price because of the high degree of customization, the lack of standardization, and difficulty in
assessing the quality of a largely intangible work product (Snir and Hitt 2003). Furthermore, even though
each freelancer’s private value (cost) of a project is independent from each other, freelancers still
ultimately care about each other’s values, since that will turn out to affect how much they have to bid to
win the contract (Rasmusen 2006). This indicates that freelancers can learn from other’s biding prices
and bid strategically (Hong et al. 2013), which increases buyer’s uncertainty on the common value of the
project.
Uncertainty over common value differs from seller uncertainty and product uncertainty in literature.
Following the definition by Dimoka et al. (2012), seller uncertainty in online labor markets refers to
buyer’s difficulty in assessing the freelancer’s true characteristics and predicting whether the seller will act
opportunistically when the contract is signed. While product uncertainty refers to buyer’s difficulty in
assessing the quality of the service and whether the service fits their actual needs. However, common
value uncertainty focuses on buyer’s difficulty in inferring the real cost of a project. For instance, a buyer
can feel certain about the freelancer and the quality of the service she is going to deliver but still uncertain
how much he should pay for the project.
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3.3 Value Uncertainty and Contract Decision
Uncertainty has been demonstrated consistently in literature to negatively affect online transactions in
different context. Categorizing uncertainty in commodity transactions into product uncertainty and seller
uncertainty, Ghose (2009) high quality product takes longer to sell because of high uncertainty while
Dimoka et al. (2012) showed that and uncertainty negatively affects seller’s price premium. Bajari and
Hortacsu (2003) also asserted uncertainty arising from information asymmetry constitutes perhaps the
biggest limitation in online auction transactions and one of the most important component of online
auction business is to decrease information asymmetry between market participants. Although different
from product and seller uncertainty, common value uncertainty captures the information asymmetry
between buyers and freelancers in terms of the cost of a project. In a recent paper, Hong and his
colleagues studied sealed and open bid auctions in online labor markets found that information
transparency in open bid auctions alleviates bidders’ valuation uncertainty and lead to lower bids and
thus higher buyer surplus. Following the literature on uncertainty, we attempt to predict that buyers’
value uncertainty will negative influence buyer’s contracting.
In a laboratory experiment to explore the most efficient auction format for heterogeneous licenses where
the seller initiates the auction and buyers bid for the product, Goeree et al. (2006) find that the efficiency
goes down when there is uncertainty over the common value of the licenses. Similarly, Noe et al. (2012)
find that first-price auctions generate higher revenue when there is no uncertainty over common value in
comparison with second-price auctions.
In online labor markets, a buyer usually has little prior knowledge about the common value of the service
such as developing a web crawler thus faces great decision uncertainty. The buyer-determined reverse
auction mechanism enables buyers to discover the common value of a project (Chen-Ritzo et al. 2005),
which practically serves as the benchmark to evaluate each price bid. Therefore, the more uncertain a
buyer feels about the common value of a project, the more difficult it will be to evaluate a bid because of
the uncertainty of the benchmark (common value), which finally makes a buyer uncomfortable to contract
with any freelancer at all.
Uncertainty over common value will make it difficult for a buyer to infer how much more or less she
would need to actually pay for an IT service. Consider two scenarios where the same buyer receives three
bids for the same project: a). $40, $80, $120; b). $75, $80, $85. Although the average bid price that
indicates the common value of the project is the same ($80), the buyer should feel more certain in
scenario b) about the common value of the project as 80 dollars. The high uncertainty over common value
in scenario a) makes it difficult for the buyer to contract with any of the freelancer. Specifically, the lowest
priced freelancer may deliver low quality service while the highest priced freelancer extracts the most of
the buyer’s surplus. However, the middle priced freelancer may neither deliver as high quality service as
the high priced freelancer does nor give price premium as the low priced freelancer does. The uncertainty
in common value makes cognitive demands overwhelming (Van den Bos et al. 2008, Kagel and Levin,
2002) and finally demotivates buyers to contract.
In particular, if bidding prices are similar to each other, namely less dispersed, a buyer will be more
certain about the common value of the IT service, thus more likely to make a contracting decision. If bid
prices are dramatically different from each other (highly dispersed), a buyer will face great uncertainty
about the common value of the project and hence is less likely to make a contract decision. Thus, we
propose:
H1: Value Uncertainty has a negative effect on a buyer’s decision to contract with a
freelancer.
Viewing buyer-determined reverse auctions in online labor markets as a price discovery process (ChenRitzo et al. 2005), it was shown that the number of bids a project receives has a significant effect on the
efficiency, defined as how close the sample average is close to the true common value (Goeree and
Offerman 2002). When a project receives a sufficient number of bids, the buyer can infer the common
value from a small number of bids. Therefore, the overall price dispersion matters less in terms of price
(common value) discovery. However, if a project only receives fewer bids, using part of the bids will not be
enough to infer the common value. Hence the overall price dispersion matters more. We thus predict that:
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H2: Value Uncertainty has a stronger effect on a buyer’s decision to contract with a
freelancer when the auction project receives fewer bids.

4. Data Methods and Results
4.1 Data and Measurement
Our dataset is obtained from a leading online labor market (Freelancer) with 13.7 million registered users
(both buyers and freelancers) contracting 6.7 million projects in total since its start up in 2009. The
dataset contains detailed information about buyers (e.g., registered ID, country, price/total
number/budget of projects posted on the website), freelancers (e.g., registered ID, country, skills, buyer’s
rating on their performance, number of projects completed on the website) and their interaction
(freelancer’s bidding price, promised delivery date for the project). The dataset includes 1,466,178 bid
level observations, and we aggregated them into 94,340 project-level observations. Table 1 and Table 2
report the descriptive statistics and correlation matrix.

We define contract as a binary variable indicating whether a project reach to a contract or not. If
a project ends up with a contracted freelancer, then contract is denoted as 1, otherwise contract
is 0. The overall contract rate in our dataset is 53.89%.
Table 1. Descriptive Statistics
Variable

Obs.

Mean

Std. Dev.

Min

Max

1 Contract

94340

0.539

0.498

0

1

2 Price Dispersion (PD)

82256

0.503

0.349

0

6.347

3 Quality Dispersion (QD)

82256

3.003

1.109

0

7.071

4 Log Number of Bids (NoB)

94340

2.059

1.195

0

6.358

5 Log Freelancer Experience

90807

3.119

1.504

-3.738

7.410

6 Project Size

93733

433.660

429.951

40

3000

7 Project Type 1

96486

0.387

0.487

0

1

8 Project Type 2

96486

0.160

0.367

0

1

9 Project Type 3

96486

0.197

0.398

0

1

10 Auction Duration

94340

282.433

406.251

24

1440

11 Log Buyer Experience

79134

1.627

1.483

0

7.073

12 Log Arrival Rate

94340

1.951

1.563

0.036

7.274

13 Arrival Dispersion

82256

41.956

98.236

0

5335.403

14 Modes Ratio

94340

0.534

0.283

0.077

1

Price dispersion measures uncertainty over common value. Following Clemons et al. (2002), we
used the standard deviation as the measure of price dispersion. However, perceived price
difference may vary based on the magnitude of the price. For instance, a buyer may regard
“$980, $1000, $1020” as very similar, and thus infer the project value as simply about $1,000,
while ”$30, $50, $70” may be perceived as different, and a buyer would not be able to infer the
true value of the project. Therefore, we measure price dispersion with the coefficient of variation,

defined as CV =  (σ is the standard deviation and μ is the sample mean).
Project Size is the maximum budget of a project. Empirically, Snir and Hitt (2003) showed that
projects of different sizes have a different contract rate. Theoretically, buyers tend to be more
cautious about large value projects, and they would be less likely to contract with a freelancer.
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Table 2. Correlation Matrix
1
1 Contract

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

1

2 Price Dispersion (PD)

-0.07

1

3 Quality Dispersion (QD)

0.08 0.01

4 NoB × PD

-0.01 0.22 -0.01

5 Log Number of Bids (NoB)

-0.10 0.26 0.08 0.16

6 Log Freelancer Experience

0.18 -0.08 0.26 -0.04 0.11

7 Project Size

-0.16 -0.19 -0.01 -0.07 0.09 0.01

8 Project Type 1

-0.04 -0.06 0.06 -0.06 -0.13 0.09 0.11

9 Project Type 2

0.00 0.00 -0.14 -0.01 -0.04 -0.17 -0.07 -0.45

10 Project Type 3

0.10 -0.01 0.14 0.02 0.15 0.21 -0.05 -0.53 -0.27

11 Auction Duration

-0.20 0.11 -0.04 0.05 0.16 -0.12 0.09 0.00 0.05 -0.06

12 Log Buyer Experience

0.14 -0.03 0.08 0.01 -0.12 0.06 -0.12 -0.01 0.01 0.03 -0.05

13 Log Arrival Rate

-0.17 0.14 0.00 0.02 0.24 -0.13 0.10 0.04 0.06 -0.07 0.32 -0.09

14 Arrival Dispersion

-0.25 0.11 -0.02 0.07 0.20 -0.12 0.10 0.02 0.02 -0.04 0.64 -0.07 0.39

15 Modes Ratio

0.02 -0.29 -0.13 0.06 -0.28 -0.17 -0.03 -0.18 0.21 -0.10 -0.06 0.07 -0.19 -0.10 1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Project Type refers to project category. In our dataset, we have more than 10 types of projects. As some
subcategories of the projects are relatively rare in online labor markets, we focus specifically on four types
of most common, IT related projects to control the project category effect: website design and software
projects (PT1), writing and content projects (PT2), design media and architecture projects (PT3), and data
entry and administrative project (PT4). We used project type 4 (PT4) as our baseline group.
Auction Duration, measured in days, is the pre-specified time window for bidding when buyers post their
RFP. On the one hand, auction duration is positively correlated to the number of bids a buyer can receive.
On the other hand, the longer the auction duration, the longer a buyer may stay on the platform to check
and evaluate the bids, which makes buyers extract more information, thus improving decision confidence.
Buyer Experience is measured as the total number of projects that a buyer has completed on the online
labor market. The more projects a buyer has conducted in online labor market, the more she knows about
the market such as freelancer’s bidding strategies, arrival patters etc. This will influence the buyer’s ability
to evaluate bids, thus increasing her decision confidence.
Arrival Rate is measured in hours as the average arrival time (time a freelancer arrives minus the time the
project posted) of each bid for a project. The longer the arrival rate, the longer a buyer waits for each
freelancer and the fewer number of bids a buyer will get in a given period. This decreases the buyer’s
expectation about the up-coming bids in the future and the likelihood to select a winning bid.
Arrival Dispersion captures the variation in the freelancer’s arrival rate. Sine arrival rate-- measured in
the same scale of days--is comparable across projects, we use standard deviation directly (Clemons et al.
2002).
Freelancer Experience refers to freelancers’ experience on the online labor market. We use both the
number of previous projects the freelancer finished and his quality rating to measure the freelancer’s
experience. Since these two proxies are highly correlated, we chose the number of previous projects as the
measure based on its higher contribution to the overall R-square.
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Number of countries (NBC) refers to the total number of countries that freelancers come from in a project.
For a project, the more diverse countries freelancers come from, the more likely bidding prices are
disperse.

Table 3. Definition of Key Variables
Variables

Definition

1 Contract

1- Buyer contract with one freelancer; 0 – no contract

2 Number of Bids (NoB)

Total number of freelancers who bid for the project

3 Price Dispersion (PD)

Coefficient of variance for the bidding prices

4 Quality Dispersion (QD)

Standard deviation of freelancer’s quality (1-10, reviewed by previous buyers)

5 Freelancer Experience

Number of projects a freelancer has taken before

6 Freelancer Quality

The average quality of all the freelancers’ one project receives

7 Freelancer Experience

The average experience (# of projects) of all the freelancers’ one project receives

8 Project Size

The budget of the project

9 Project Type

Types of project (website building/ logo design etc.)

10 Auction Duration

The pre-specified time window when freelancers can bid for the project

11 Buyer Experience

Total number of projects a buyer has on this platform

12 Arrival Rate

Average arrival time of one freelancer

13 Arrival Dispersion

Standard deviation of all the arrival time for each freelancer

14 Modes Ratio

The ratio of the number of price modes to the total number of freelancers (price/
bids)

4.2 Model Specification
The main model is a linear model with a buyer fixed effect (Equation 3). Based on this base model, we
tried different models to test the robustness of the results. Control variables can be grouped into three
groups: (1) project-related controls (Project Size, Project Type and Auction Duration, total number of bids
and its quadratic term), (2) buyer-related controls (Buyer Experience, and Buyer unobserved preference
on selection likelihood), and (3) bidding controls (Arrival Rate, Arrival Dispersion, Freelancer
Experience).
 !"#

$

= %& + % !'#(_*'+,(!+'$ + % -. × *$ + %0 -123(!_4_.'5+$ + %6 -.$ 
+ %7 .'55(!_89,(!'(#($ + %: .'55(!_;1"<' =$ + %> !?(# _@'A($ + %B !?(# _ =,($
+ %C *1!" '$ + %& .1=(!_89,(!'(#($ + % D!!'"<_!" ($ + % D!!'"<_5'+,(!+'$
+ E + F$ G

4.3 Main Results
Table 4 reports the main results. Model (1) reports the results of Logit probability model with buyer fixed
effects while model (2) reports results without buyer fixed effect. As is shown in column (1) and (2) in
Table 4, bids price dispersion has a significant negative effect on buyer’s contract decision. By controlling
for buyer’s unobserved preference and personalities that may affect the contract decision, we have a
similar and slightly conservative estimate in comparison with the estimate of Logit probability model
without buyer fixed effects. By computing the marginal effect in model (2), we know that if price
dispersion increase by 1 (bids price standard deviation increases by a number of the mean), a buyer’s
contract probability decreases by 7.02%, which coincides with the linear probability model 6.3%. Due to
the limitation of non-linear probability models, it’s difficult to compute the marginal effect directly. Since
the linear probability model without buyer fixed effect provides a conservative (6.3%<7.02%) estimate, we
hence conclude that one unit increase in price dispersion would lead to 4.6% ~6.5% decrease in buyer’s
contract probability.
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As suggested by Ai and Norton (2003), interaction effect cannot be evaluated simply by looking at the
sign, magnitude, or statistical significance of the coefficient on the interaction term when the model is
nonlinear. As is shown in column (1)~(4), there is a consistently positive interaction effect between bids
price dispersion and number of bids. In terms of the magnitude of the interaction effect, we will report the
results of linear probability models. When number of bids equals to the mean, the marginal effect of bids
price dispersion on buyer’s contract probability will decrease by 0.6% (14.876*0.0004/0.046), which is 13%
of the main effect. This indicates that the effect of bids price dispersion on buyer’s contract decreases with
the increase of number of bids, which support our second hypothesis.
Table 4. Effect of Bids Price Dispersion on Buyer’s Contract Decisions (main results)
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

VARIABLES

Logit(FE)

Logit

OLS (FE)

OLS

IV

IV(FE)

DV: Contract

CV

CV

CV

CV

CV

CV

-0.262***

-0.302***

-0.046***

-0.063***

-0.373***

-0.236***

(0.0370)

(0.0266)

(0.0058)

(0.0055)

(0.0456)

(0.0456)

0.0022*

0.0035***

0.0004***

0.001***

0.006***

0.004***

(0.0013)

(0.0011)

(0.0001)

(0.0002)

(0.0009)

(0.0008)

-5.33e-03***

-4.14e-03***

-8.99e-04***

-8.90e-04***

-1.40e-04

-4.41e-04**

(9.75e-04)

(0.0006)

(0.00015)

(1.25e-04)

(2.35e-04)

(1.98e-04)

Bids Price Dispersion (BPD)
NoB × BPD
Number of Bids (NoB)
Number of Bids Square
Log Buyer Experience

9.51e-06

6.24e-06*

1.91e-06**

1.54e-06***

-4.90e-06**

-2.25e-06*

(6.38e-06)

(3.42e-06)

(8.27e-07)

(5.41e-07)

(2.25e-06)

(1.28e-06)

-0.443***

0.132***

-0.066***

0.0257***

0.0234***

-0.065***

(0.0348)

(0.0063)

(0.0050)

(0.00121)

(0.0013)

(0.0051)

Log Freelancer Experience

0.134***

0.189***

0.023***

0.039***

0.036***

0.020***

(0.0101)

(0.0064)

(0.0016)

(0.0013)

(0.0014)

(0.0016)

Average Freelancer Rating

0.096***

0.120***

0.016***

0.024***

0.022***

0.014***

(0.0098)

(0.0068)

(0.0015)

(0.0014)

(0.0015)

(0.0016)

-0.002***

-1.54e-03***

-3.51e-04***

-3.41e-04***

-4.35e-04***

-4.13e-04***

(7.21e-05)

(4.37e-05)

(1.13e-05)

(9.62e-06)

(1.73e-05)

(1.90e-05)

Project Size
Auction Duration

9.36e-05*

1.96e-05

-4.64e-06

-2.06e-05***

-9.59e-06

-1.17e-06

(4.95e-05)

(3.25e-05)

(7.67e-06)

(7.07e-06)

(7.38e-06)

(7.82e-06)

Log Arrival Rate

-0.075***

-0.066***

-0.013***

-0.016***

-0.009***

-0.009***

(0.0095)

(0.0068)

(0.0015)

(0.0014)

(0.0018)

(0.0018)

Arrival Dispersion

-0.009***

-0.007***

-0.001***

-0.001***

-0.001***

-0.001***

(3.12e-04)

(3.14e-04)

(3.32e-05)

(4.22e-05)

(4.26e-05)

(3.38e-05)

--

-0.136***

0.739***

0.501***

0.536***

0.759***

(0.0524)

(0.0147)

(0.0109)

(0.0126)

(0.0157)

Constant
Observations

41,610

66,605

66,605

66,605

66,605

66,605

Number of buyer ID

5,854

--

20,906

--

--

20,906

-YES

-NO

0.094
YES

0.134
NO

0.087
NO

-YES

R-squared
Buyer FE
Controls

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

Project Type

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

Standard errors in parentheses: *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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4.4 Robustness Check
4.4.1 Alternative explanation of project risk
From a buyer’s perspective, some projects are in nature more risky thus a buyer is less likely to make a
contract. To address this potential endogeneity issues, we run an instrument variable regression. We use
Number of Countries (NBC) that freelancers come from for a project as an instrument variable of price
dispersion. On the one hand, freelancers from different countries may differ in their cost due to different
level of economy development, which will increase price dispersion. On the other hand, number of
countries is not correlated with project risk and can only affect buyer’s contract decision via price
dispersion. The IV estimation supports the argument that price dispersion has a negative effect on buyer’s
contract decision. The adjusted R-square for the first date is 0.20 and F statistics for weak instrument is
significant. Column (5) and (6) report the results of instrument variable regression with and without
buyer fixed effect. It consistently shows that price dispersion has a significant negative effect on buyer’s
contract decision, which is positively moderated by number of bids. Furthermore, since IV estimation is
usually biased, the effect size of IV regression is much larger than that of both linear and non-linear
probability models.
Table 5. Effect of Bids Price Dispersion (measured as bids price STD) on Buyer’s Contract Decisions
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
VARIABLES
Logit (FE)
OLS (FE)
Logit (FE)
OLS (FE)
IV
IV (FE)
DV: Contract
5~95%
5~95%
Std100
Std100
Std100
Std100
Bids Price Dispersion (BPD)
-0.207***
-0.041***
-0.056***
-0.008***
-0.200***
-0.150***
(0.0376)
(0.0064)
(0.0077)
(0.0011)
(0.0292)
(0.0304)
NoB × BPD
0.0065**
0.0013**
0.0012**
1.62e-04**
0.0067***
0.005***
(0.0033)
(0.0006)
(0.0005)
(6.89e-05)
(9.43e-04)
(0.0010)
Number of Bids (NoB)
-0.012***
-0.002***
-0.004***
-9.44e-04***
0.00112***
8.97e-04**
(0.0017)
(0.0003)
(0.0009)
(0.0002)
(0.0004)
(4.41e-04)
Number of Bids Square
4.56e-04***
8.22e-05***
1.25e-05**
3.00e-06***
3.60e-07
-3.52e-07
(9.29e-05)
(1.57e-05)
(5.73e-06)
(8.55e-07)
(2.37e-06)
(1.28e-06)
Log Buyer Experience
-0.394***
-0.070***
-0.401***
-0.071***
0.023***
-0.066***
(0.0328)
(0.0054)
(0.0318)
(0.0053)
(0.0019)
(0.007)
Log Freelancer Experience
0.139***
0.025***
0.133***
0.024***
0.040***
0.0222***
(0.0100)
(0.0017)
(0.0097)
(0.0017)
(0.0021)
(0.002)
Average Freelancer Rating
0.096***
0.017***
0.096***
0.018***
0.019***
0.0112***
(0.0095)
(0.0016)
(0.0094)
(0.0016)
(0.0025)
(0.002)
Project Size
-0.002***
-0.001***
-0.002***
-3.02e-04***
1.33e-04**
-2.19e-05
(7.38e-05)
(1.24e-05)
(7.14e-05)
(1.19e-05)
(6.71e-05)
(6.19e-05)
Auction Duration
-1.40e-04*** -4.96e-05*** -1.28e-04*** -4.79e-05*** -3.36e-05*** -3.83e-05***
(5.13e-05)
(8.38e-06)
(4.91e-05)
(8.03e-06)
(9.25e-06)
(1.01e-05)
Log Arrival Rate
-0.049***
-0.012***
-0.051***
-0.012***
0.011***
0.003
(0.0097)
(0.0016)
(0.0092)
(0.0015)
(0.0041)
(0.0037)
Arrival Dispersion
-0.009***
-0.001***
-0.009***
-0.001***
-8.74e-04*** -9.59e-04***
(0.0004)
(3.71e-05)
(0.0003)
(3.48e-05)
(5.29e-05)
(4.59e-05)
Constant
-0.632***
-0.632***
0.192***
0.502***
(0.0160)
(0.0154)
(0.0273)
(0.0336)
Observations
40,888
62,774
66,605
66,605
66,605
43,687
Number of buyer ID
5,997
20,051
20,906
-20,906
6,324
R-squared
-0.086
-0.087
--Buyer FE
YES
YES
YES
NO
YES
YES
Controls
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
Project Type
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
Standard errors in parentheses: *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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4.4.2 Projects that are common in online labor markets
In online labor markets, some projects receive extremely large number of bids, which is rare in the market.
To exclude the possibility that the effect of price dispersion on buyer’s contract is driven by those “outliers”
and test whether the results still hold for projects that are common in this market, we run a sub-sample
analysis by exuding projects that receive more than 50 bids (95% percentile). Column (1) and (2) in Table
5 report the results of both linear and non-linear models with buyer fixed effect. The results are consistent
in terms of both sign and magnitude.
4.4.3 Measuring Price Dispersion with Standard Deviation
We believe that coefficient of variation is a better measure of price dispersion as it accounts for the
variation of project size. Suppose we have two projects and each receive 3 bids: a). $30, $80, $130; b).
$950, $1000, $1050. The standard deviation in both scenarios is 40.825 while a buyer will probably face
greater uncertainty over the common value of the project in scenario a). Therefore, if we use standard
deviation as the measure, then higher standard deviation doesn’t necessarily mean high value uncertainty.
In contract, the coefficient of variation in scenario a) is 0.51 while that in scenario b) is 0.04, which means
that higher coefficient variation means higher common value uncertainty.
As robustness check, Column (3)~(6) in Table 5 report the results of effect of price dispersion measured
as bids price standard deviation. Results are consistent.
Table 6. Effect of Bids Price Dispersion (Measured as Modes Ratio) on Buyer’s Contract Decisions
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
VARIABLES
Logit (FE)
OLS (FE)
Logit (FE)
OLS (FE)
IV
IV (FE)
DV: Contract
Full sample
Full sample
5~95%
5~95%
Full sample
Full sample
Modes Ratio
0.293***
0.122***
0.315***
0.095**
0.056***
0.020**
(0.0571)
(0.0395)
(0.0590)
(0.0407)
(0.0097)
(0.0085)
Log Number of Bids
-0.129***
-0.125***
-0.137***
-0.140***
-0.025***
-0.029***
(0.0148)
(0.0100)
(0.0166)
(0.0113)
(0.0025)
(0.0021)
Log Buyer Experience
-0.402***
0.133***
-0.395***
0.133***
-0.072***
0.0284***
(0.0318)
(0.0060)
(0.0328)
(0.0062)
(0.0053)
(0.0013)
Log Freelancer Experience
0.144***
0.215***
0.147***
0.214***
0.026***
0.047***
(0.00980)
(0.00634)
(0.0100)
(0.00645)
(0.00166)
(0.00133)
Average Freelancer Rating
0.097***
0.137***
0.096***
0.137***
0.017***
0.030***
(0.0094)
(0.0066)
(0.0095)
(0.0067)
(0.0016)
(0.0014)
Project Size
-0.002***
-0.001***
-0.002***
-0.001***
-3.21e-04*** -2.88e-04***
(6.96e-05)
(4.24e-05)
(7.25e-05)
(4.39e-05)
(1.16e-05)
(9.27e-06)
Auction Duration
-1.27e-04***
-1.12e-04***
-1.38e-04*** -1.01e-04***
-4.61e-05*** -5.32e-05***
(4.91e-05)
(3.12e-05)
(5.12e-05)
(3.22e-05)
(8.03e-06)
(6.79e-06)
Log Arrival Rate
-0.038***
-0.038***
-0.042***
-0.041***
-0.010***
-0.013***
(0.0094)
(0.0070)
(0.0098)
(0.0073)
(0.0016)
(0.0014)
Arrival Dispersion
-0.010***
-0.008***
-0.009***
-0.008***
-0.001***
-0.001***
(0.0003)
(0.0004)
(0.0004)
(0.0004)
(3.47e-05)
(3.64e-05)
Constant
--0.472***
--0.436***
0.663***
0.410***
(0.0580)
(0.0600)
(0.0166)
(0.0126)
Observations
43,687
66,605
40,888
62,774
66,605
66,605
Number of buyer ID
6,324
-5,997
-20,906
-R-squared
----0.088
0.131
Buyer FE
YES
NO
YES
NO
NO
YES
Controls
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
Project Type
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
Standard errors in parentheses: *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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4.4.4 Measuring Price Dispersion with Modes Ratio
Modes ratio is defined as the number of bids equal to mode over the total number of bids for a project.
Mode as the most common value of bidding prices in a project provides a direct perception of the common
value of a project for a buyer. If modes ratio equal to one, it means all bidding prices are the same and it
would be much easier for the buyer to infer the common value of the project. If modes ratio is close to
zero, it means all bidding prices vary from each other thus makes it harder to infer the common value of a
project, namely greater value uncertainty for a buyer.
Model (1) and (2) in Table 6 report the results of linear and non-linear probability model with buyer fixed
effect. Model (3) and (4) report the results when projects that have more than 50 bids (95% percentile)
are excluded. Model (5) and (6) report the results of instrument variable (Number of countries)
regression. As is consistently shown in Table 6, modes ratio has a significant positive effect on buyer’s
contract decision. Specifically, one unit increase in modes ratio will lead to 12% increase in buyer’s
contract probability. This indicates that with the increase of modes ratio, bids prices are less dispersed
and buyer’s uncertainty over the common value of the project declines, which makes a buyer more likely
to make a contract.

5. Discussion
5.1 Key Findings
Given that about half of the projects in online labor markets end up with buyers not contracting with any
freelancer (e.g., Snir and Hitt 2003, Yoganarasimhan 2013), this paper proposes and empirically
examines the role of buyer’s uncertainty over the common value of a project, measured as price
dispersion, on buyer’s contracting decision. Results show that, price dispersion has a negative effect on
contracting decisions and the magnitude of the effect decreases with the increase of number of bids. The
results are robust across different sub-sample analysis, instrument variable regression and different
measures of price dispersion.

5.2 Theoretical Contributions and Implications
Low contract in online labor markets has attracted much attention (e.g., Snir and Hitt 2003, Carr 2003,
Yoganarasimhan 2013) in the literature. Previous studies focused on the bid evaluation costs (Carr 2003),
and reputation signals (Yoganarasimhan 2013), but did not focus on the buyer’s uncertainty over the
common value of a project. By focusing on the fact that buyers usually have little knowledge of both the
project price and the freelancers’ quality, we focus on price dispersion (common value discovery)—to
explain the low contract rate in online labor markets.
By empirically demonstrating that price dispersion affects a buyer’s decision whether to contract or not
and how this effect varies with number of bids a project receives, our findings have important managerial
implications for both online labor markets and freelancers’ bidding strategies. It is conventionally
believed that online labor markets should provide diverse choices for buyers. This study shows that the
diverse prices may increase a buyer’s uncertainty over the common value of the project thus demotivate a
buyer from contracting.

5.3 Limitations & Suggestions for Future Research
This paper has a few limitations due the accessibility of data. First, the project description serves as an
important clue for freelancers to know the requirement of a buyer and decide how much to bid thus has
an effect on price dispersion. Meanwhile, the project description is also related to a buyer’s desire to
contract with a freelancer therefore may lead to omit variable bias. The buyer fixed effect helps capture
those invariant ability and preference but cannot address the time variant elements such as the desire to
contract with a freelancer. It will reduce this concern if we can have more data on the description of an
auction project. Second, we can neither observe buyer’s offline contract decisions nor contract decisions in
other online labor markets. It means those buyers who don’t make a contract decision in our dataset may
contract offline or in other platforms. Therefore, the contract rate is underestimated and so does the effect
of price/quality dispersion on buyer’s contract decisions. As the whole online labor markets dominate by a
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few large monopolists, we can acquire longitudinal data from different platforms to address buyer and
freelancer’s contracting across platforms. Third, buyer’s contracting is actually a continuously dynamic
process, in which the price dispersion a buyer observes at different time points is different. We only focus
on the final stage however. Future research can build up a dynamic model on buyer’s contracting.
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